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ABSTRACT 

This study was undertaken in order to improve the quality of learning process and learning 
gains in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Bogor Agricultural University (IPB). Analysis on 
the questionnaires taken from 210 students of IPB using Felder's Index of Learning Styles 
revealed that most of the students were visual, sensing, inductive, active learner, while some 
of good students were global learner. The findings suggested that an effective communication 
is important in the learning and teaching process. Teaching styles, however, were mostly 
auditory, abstract, deductive, passive and sequential which results in some mismatches. 
Teaching styles that would be developed should include the use of more visual information 
(pictures, films or hands-on) before, during and after verbal presentation, providing student 
participation1 group discussion and assignments, balance in the delivering of concrete and 
abstract concepts, balance in the materials of practical problem solving with materials of 
fundamental understanding, explicit illustrations of intuitive patterns and sensing patterns, and 
acknowledge student creations. Especially during the internship course of the final year, 
suitable teaching styles in clinical setting should be addressed to enhance the clinical skills of 
the students. 

INTRODUCTION 

Learning style is the method used by individual to concentrate and to process and retain new 
information. An optimal teaching and learning process is the function of instructor's teaching 
method and student learning style. An important relationship between learning style and 
instruction (teaching method) is that individuals are likely to teach the way they prefer to learn. 
Based on Felder's description (Felder and Silverman, 1988), students preferences in the 
learning process include styles that student prefers to process information actively or in a 
reflective manner, understand information in a sequential or global fashion and recall sensory 
information (what is seen, heard etc) or intuitive information (ideas, theory, possibilities). 
Students whose learning styles are compatible with the teaching style of a course instructor 
tend to retain information longer, apply it more effectively, and have more positive post-course 
attitudes toward the subject than do their counterparts who experience learninglteaching style 
mismatches (Felder, 1993). 

Quality of the graduates depends mostly on the learning process. This study was undertaken 
in order to improve the quality of learning process and learning gains in the Faculty of 
Veterinary Medicine, Bogor Agricultural University (IPB). To design effective learning activities 
it is important to examine student learning styles, especially in the aspect of instructional and 
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